This work describes the first thermally activated delayed fluorescence material enabling circularly polarized light emission through chiral perturbation. These new molecular architectures obtained through a scalable one-pot sequential synthetic procedure at room temperature (83% yield) display high quantum yield (up to 74%) and circularly polarized luminescence with an absolute luminescence dissymmetry factor, |g lum |, of 1.3 × 10 −3 . These chiral molecules have been used as an emissive dopant in an organic light emitting diode exhibiting external quantum efficiency as high as 9.1%.
The conception of CPL-SOMs is also a great challenge for organic chemists. Currently, only a small number of CPL-SOMs display high performance both in terms of quantum yield (ϕ F ) and luminescence dissymmetry factor (g lum ). 4 Moreover, such enantiopure compounds are usually obtained after numerous synthetic steps or require enantiomeric separation through preparative HPLC, restricting their potential application because of lack of costeffectiveness. 5 As a consequence, rapid, easy, and flexible access to more performant CPLSOMs is required in order to unlock their tremendous technological potential. 6 In the context of OLED devices, CPL emitters are appealing in order to decrease the energy loss arising from the required use of a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate for the attenuation of the external light reflection (50% of the light emitted is absorbed by the polarizer for standard molecules). 7 For CPL-SOMs, TADF properties can be advantageous for their overall photophysical properties (high quantum yield, long fluorescence lifetime). In other words, the design of new molecular architectures presenting both TADF and CPL emission properties can be considered as a cornerstone for enhancement of the performances of different types of devices (optical displays, optical storage and processing systems, spintronics-based devices). Hirata et al. have recently described a molecule exhibiting both TADF and CPL emission. 8 Their elegant design relies on the introduction of a chiral carbon center sandwiched between a donor and an acceptor moiety. Their approach consists in the synthesis of a racemic mixture followed by separation of both enantiomers using chiral preparative HPLC. However, although typical |g lum | values were measured (1.1 × 10 −3 ), this molecule has a very moderate fluorescence quantum yield (ϕ F = 4% in toluene), and its use as an emissive dopant in an OLED has not been reported. Here, we describe the design of a new TADF material enabling CPL through chiral perturbation by a tethered chiral unit ( Figure 1 ). Obtained via a one-pot sequential synthesis, molecular architectures 1 are highly luminescent (ϕ F = 53% in degassed toluene), possess |g lum | values of 1.3 × 10 −3 , and can be used as emissive dopants in OLEDs displaying high external quantum efficiency.
Very recently, de la Moya et al. have brought to light a new concept for the development of CPL-SOMs. In their approach, tethering an orthogonal chiral unit to an acting achiral chromophore enabled CPL activity. To date, only two types of structures, both based on metal (Zn) or metalloid (B) dipyrrin complexes exploiting this concept have been reported. 9 We envisioned that such a chiral perturbation could also enable CPL on a chromophore in a purely organic molecular structure, through an appropriate design, allowing the control over the localization of the frontier orbitals. One example illustrating this concept is molecule 1 which can exhibit both TADF and CPL properties. As depicted in Figure 2 , the geometry optimization of 1 (see SI for details) shows that the HOMO is mainly localized on the carbazole units and the LUMO on the dicyanobenzene moiety. 10 Such a spatial separation of HOMO/LUMO is now well established as a key feature in order to obtain a small Δ E ST required for TADF. This localization also implies the non-participation of the 1,1′-binaphtyl moiety in the acting chromophore, but the close proximity of this chiral unit may efficiently perturb the TADF emitter in order to enable electronic circular dichroism (ECD) and CPL activities.
The enantiopure target molecules, (R)-1 and (S)-1, were obtained through an optimized costeffective one-pot sequential procedure involving commercially available compounds (Scheme 1). A highly selective dissymmetrization of the starting tetrafluoroterephtalonitrile, involving enantiopure BINOL and K 2 CO 3 as a base, has allowed the formation of the chiral difluorinated intermediate 2 (which can be isolated in 88% yield, see SI). Then, carbazole (2.2 equiv) and additional K 2 CO 3 were added to the reaction mixture, leading to the target molecule with an overall yield of 83% after purification over silica gel. This easy and straightforward procedure has permitted the synthesis of both enantiomers of 1 with high enantiomeric excess (>99%, based on chiral HPLC, see SI) starting from enantiopure BINOL on a half-gram scale.
Steady-state photophysical studies have first been conducted on (R)-1 in various solvents. Absorption spectra display a visible band centered around 420 nm which is not very intense (ε 419 (DCM) = 3000 mol·L −1 ·cm −1 ) because of the spatial decorrelation of the orbitals involved in the transition. There are also more intense bands in the UV region centered at 330 and 290 nm. It must be pointed out that the absorption spectra of (R)-1 are not solventdependent. On the other hand, the fluorescence spectra and fluorescence quantum yields are strongly solvent dependent, which was already reported for compounds with related structures. 11 The maximum emission wavelength goes from 486 nm in cyclohexane to 573 nm in ethanol (color of emission goes from cyan to orange; Figure 3 ), and fluorescence quantum yields decrease from 0.74 to 0.06 in the same solvents. The solvent effect on the fluorescence bands was studied following the methodology developed by Catalán, 12 in which the various types of solute-solvent interactions are described thanks to four independent solvent parameters (see SI for details). It was found that the band position is mainly influenced by solvent polarizability. Fluorescence emission of (R)-1 in toluene was recorded both in aerated and argon-degassed solutions. The fluorescence quantum yield is increased from 0.28 to 0.53 in the absence of triplet-quenching oxygen, and the normalized spectra are identical. Thus, (R)-1 is TADF active and Φ TADF = 0.25. Fluorescence decays of (R)-1 were recorded in toluene (Figure 4 ) at two different time scales (90 ns and 10 μs). In the rapid regime a monoexponential decay was recorded with a fluorescence lifetime of 16 ns (both in the presence and absence of oxygen, see SI). In the long time regime, a complex decay is obtained before degassing and a biexponential one after argon purging. The fitting gave a short lifetime of 20 ns and a long one of 2.9 μs which confirms that (R)-1 emits both prompt and delayed fluorescence. From these data the rates of the various processes were calculated. The intersystem crossing rate (k isc = 9.4 × 10 6 s −1 ) is faster than the singlet-state radiative rate (k r (S) = 5.0 × 10 6 s −1 ) allowing the singlet to triplet crossing.
The reversed ISC rate is much slower (k risc = 1.9 × 10 5 s −1 ), and delayed fluorescence rate is k D = 8.7 × 10 4 s −1 . These values mean that after excitation, molecule (R)-1 can emit light and populate T1 at about the same rate and subsequent TADF is possible. These findings corroborate that the architectural approach considered leads to TADF active molecules. Fluorescence decays were also recorded at different wavelengths. The reconstructed spectra at different delays match the steady-state one (see SI).
To further characterize the system of interest, the chiroptical properties of 1 in the ground and excited states were investigated by ECD and CPL spectroscopy, respectively. The toluene solution ECD spectra of each enantiomeric form of 1, (R)-1 and (S)-1, are shown in Figure 5a . This enantiomeric relationship was confirmed by the observation of mirror-image ECD spectra for (R)-1 and (S)-1.
In the visible region of the ECD spectrum of each enantiomeric form of 1 a signal is observed for the band centered around 420 nm. This is a key feature of the ECD spectra to highlight since it is indicative that the designed chiral perturbation is affecting the TADF emitter, at least in its ground state. On the other hand, we have selected CPL, the emission analog to ECD, to further investigate the chiroptical properties of 1. The CPL and total luminescence spectra measured for each enantiomeric form of 1, (R)-1 and (S)-1, in degassed toluene solutions at 295 K are shown in Figure 5b . Satisfactorily, CPL was detected from (R)-1 and (S)-1, but also almost mirror CPL spectra were recorded. This CPL behavior confirms that this new TADF material enables CPL through the chiral perturbation of a tethered chiral unit as well as an ECD activity as mentioned earlier. Although the |g lum | values are relatively small and in the order of 1.3 × 10 −3 (a typical value for CPL-SOMs), as determined at the maximum emission wavelength, one can see that the CPL activity observed for the two enantiomeric forms of 1 corroborates the objective of this work. That is, the preparation of a TADF material enabling ECD and CPL properties, and that the proposed molecular architecture approach is doable, and more importantly promising to develop TADF materials showing measurable and distinctive CPL. The emitted light was polarized in opposite directions for the two enantiomeric forms of 1. This can be explained by the fact that the polarizability direction of the CPL signal was induced by the chiral perturbation of the tethered chiral unit.
Molecule (S)-1 has then been used as an emissive dopant in an OLED with the following structure: glass/ITO/CuPc/α-NPB/TcTa/mCP:(S)-1/TmPyPB/LiF/Al (see SI for more details). As shown in Figure 6 , the electroluminescence (EL) spectrum of the OLED shows only the emission of the guest material (S)-1 suggesting a complete energy transfer from the host (mCP) to the guest. The EL spectrum is in good agreement with the photoluminescent spectrum of the material (R)-1 reported in toluene in Figure 3 . The best performance of these OLED devices has been recorded with 20 wt % of (S)-1 in mCP (see SI). The device emits light at 4 V, with a maximum current efficiency (CE) of 34.7 cd·A −1 , a maximum power efficiency (PE) of 16.3 lm·W −1 , and an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 9.1%. These high values achieved in our devices confirm that the EL emission is coming from triplet states harvested from TADF.
Performance shows that the electronic transfer from the host to the guest material is very efficient and leads to notable optoelectrical efficiencies. Moreover, no racemization has been detected during the fabrication process of the OLED device (see SI for details). Both high EQE and configurational stability demonstrate that this new molecular design is viable for the future development of efficient polarized OLED devices.
In summary, this communication describes the development of the first purely organic molecule where CPL is enabled on a single acting achiral chromophore through chiral perturbation. The advantage of this approach is illustrated by the easy (one-pot synthesis) and efficient (83% yield) access to molecules exhibiting both TADF and CPL properties starting from commercially available compounds. These new chiral molecular architectures possess high standard photophysical properties such as high quantum efficiency (up to 74%), long fluorescence lifetime (μs range), and |g lum | values of 1.3 × 10 −3 . Moreover, they can be incorporated without racemization in OLED devices as emissive dopants offering a high EQE (9.1%). We believe that the molecular design described here paves the way not only to the development of new CPL-SOMs presenting high photo-and electroluminescence performances but also to innovative chiroptical switches and sensors with an easy, scalable, time-and cost-effective synthetic route.
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